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Abstract
Partially ordered nondeterminsitic finite automata (poNFAs) are NFAs whose transition relation
induces a partial order on states, i.e., for which cycles occur only in the form of self-loops on
a single state. A poNFA is universal if it accepts all words over its input alphabet. Deciding
universality is PSpace-complete for poNFAs, and we show that this remains true even when
restricting to a fixed alphabet. This is nontrivial since standard encodings of alphabet symbols
in, e.g., binary can turn self-loops into longer cycles. A lower coNP-complete complexity bound
can be obtained if we require that all self-loops in the poNFA are deterministic, in the sense that
the symbol read in the loop cannot occur in any other transition from that state. We find that
such restricted poNFAs (rpoNFAs) characterise the class of R-trivial languages, and we establish
the complexity of deciding if the language of an NFA is R-trivial. Nevertheless, the limitation
to fixed alphabets turns out to be essential even in the restricted case: deciding universality of
rpoNFAs with unbounded alphabets is PSpace-complete. Our results also prove the complexity
of the inclusion and equivalence problems, since universality provides the lower bound, while the
upper bound is mostly known or proved in the paper.
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1 Introduction
The universality problem asks if a given automaton (or grammar) accepts (or generates)
all possible words over its alphabet. In typical cases, deciding universality is more difficult
than deciding the word problem. For example, universality is undecidable for context-free
grammars [3] and PSpace-complete for nondeterministic finite automata (NFAs) [24]. The
study of universality (and its complement, emptiness) has a long tradition in formal languages,
with many applications across computer science, e.g., in the context of formal knowledge
representation and database theory [10, 32, 4]. Recent studies investigate the problem for
specific types of automata or grammars, e.g., for prefixes or factors of regular languages [27].
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Table 1 Complexity of deciding universality
Unary alphabet Fixed alphabet Arbitrary alphabet
DFA in P in P in P
rpoNFA in P (Thm. 4) coNP-comp. (Cor. 16) PSpace-comp. (Thm. 19)
poNFA in P (Thm. 4) PSpace-comp. (Thm. 3) PSpace-comp. [1]
NFA coNP-comp. [33] PSpace-comp. [1] PSpace-comp. [1]
In this paper, we are interested in the universality problem for partially ordered NFAs
(poNFAs) and special cases thereof. An NFA is partially ordered if its transition relation
induces a partial order on states: the only cycles that are allowed are self-loops on a single
state. Partially ordered NFAs define a natural class of languages that has been shown
to coincide with level 32 of the Straubing-Thérien hierarchy [30] and with Alphabetical
Pattern Constraint (APC) languages, a subclass of regular languages effectively closed under
permutation rewriting [6]. Deciding if an automaton recognises an APC language (and hence
whether it can be recognised by a poNFA) is PSpace-complete for NFAs and NL-complete
for DFAs [6].
Restricting to partially ordered deterministic finite automata (poDFAs), we can capture
further classes of interest: two-way poDFAs characterise languages whose syntactic monoid
belongs to the variety DA [30], introduced by Schützenberger [29]; poDFAs characterise
R-trivial languages [9]; and confluent poDFAs characterise level 1 of the Straubing-Thérien
hierarchy, also known as J -trivial languages or piecewise testable languages [31]. Other
relevant classes of partially ordered automata include partially ordered Büchi automata [19]
and two-way poDFAs with look-around [20].
A first result on the complexity of universality for poNFAs is readily obtained. It is well
known that universality of regular expressions is PSpace-complete [1, Lemma 10.2], and it
is easy to verify that the regular expressions used in the proof can be expressed in poNFAs:
I Corollary 1 (Lemma 10.2 [1]). The universality problem for poNFAs is PSpace-complete.
A closer look at the proof reveals that the underlying encoding requires an alphabet of
size linear in the input: PSpace-hardness is not established for alphabets of bounded size.
Usually, one could simply encode alphabet symbols σ by sequences σ1 · · ·σn of symbols from
a smaller alphabet, say {0, 1}. However, doing this requires self-loops q σ→ q to be replaced
by nontrivial cycles q σ1→ . . . σn→ q, which are not permitted in poNFAs.
We settle this open problem by showing that PSpace-hardness is retained even for binary
a
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Figure 1 Forbidden
pattern of rpoNFAs
alphabets. This negative result leads us to ask if there is a natural
subclass of poNFAs for which universality does become simpler.
We consider restricted poNFAs (rpoNFAs), which require self-loops
to be deterministic in the sense that the automaton contains no
transition as in Figure 1. Large parts of the former hardness proof
hinge on transitions of this form, which, speaking intuitively, allow
the automaton to navigate to an arbitrary position in the input
(using the loop) and, thereafter, continue checking an arbitrary pattern. Indeed, we find that
the universality becomes coNP-complete for rpoNFAs with a fixed alphabet.
However, this reduction of complexity is not preserved for unrestricted alphabets. We
use a novel construction of rpoNFAs that characterise certain exponentially long words to
show that universality is PSpace-complete even for rpoNFAs if the alphabet may grow
polynomially. Our complexity results are summarised in Table 1.
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As a by-product, we show that rpoNFAs provide another characterisation of R-trivial
languages introduced and studied by Brzozowski and Fich [9], and we establish the complexity
of detecting R-triviality and k-R-triviality for rpoNFAs.
The complexity of the inclusion and equivalence problems of regular expressions of several
special forms has been investigated in [21]. Some of them are expressible by poNFAs and
provide thus stronger results than that of Corollary 1. The results have been established for
alphabets of unbounded size. We point out here that our results also apply to the inclusion
and equivalence problems. The complexity of universality provides the lower bound. The
upper bound for the case of PSpace-complete problems then follows from the complexity for
general NFAs, whereas for the coNP-complete problems it is shown in Theorem 15. Thus,
the results of Table 1 also hold for inclusion and equivalence.
Finally, we mention the relationship to deterministic regular expressions (DRE) [7], which
are of interest in schema languages for XML data – Document Type Definition (DTD)
and XML Schema Definition (XSD) – since the World Wide Web Consortium standards
require that the regular expressions in their specification are deterministic. The important
question is then whether a regular expression or an NFA is expressible as a DRE. This
problem has been shown to be PSpace-complete [12]. Since the non-DRE-definable language
(a+ b)∗b(a+ b) [7] can be expressed by a poNFA, the problem is nontrivial for poNFAs. Its
complexity (PSpace-complete), however, follows from the existing results, namely from the
proof given in [5] showing PSpace-hardness of DRE-definability for regular expressions, since
the regular expression constructed there can be expressed as a poNFA. On the other hand,
all rpoNFA languages are DRE-definable by the automata characterization presented in [7].
2 Preliminaries and Definitions
We assume that the reader is familiar with automata theory [1]. The cardinality of a set A is
denoted by |A| and the power set of A by 2A. An alphabet Σ is a finite nonempty set. A word
over Σ is any element of the free monoid Σ∗, the empty word is denoted by ε. A language
over Σ is a subset of Σ∗. For a language L over Σ, let L = Σ∗ \ L denote its complement.
A subword of w is a word u such that w = w1uw2, for some words w1, w2; u is a prefix of
w if w1 = ε and it is a suffix of w if w2 = ε.
A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is a quintuple A = (Q,Σ, ·, I, F ), where Q
is a finite nonempty set of states, Σ is an input alphabet, I ⊆ Q is a set of initial states,
F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states, and · : Q× Σ→ 2Q is the transition function that can
be extended to the domain 2Q × Σ∗ by induction. The language accepted by A is the set
L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | I · w ∩ F 6= ∅}. We often omit · and write simply Iw instead. The NFA
A is complete if for every state q and every letter a in Σ, the set q · a is nonempty. It is
deterministic (DFA) if |I| = 1 and |q · a| = 1 for every state q in Q and every letter a in Σ.
A path pi from a state q0 to a state qn under a word a1a2 · · · an, for some n ≥ 0, is a
sequence of states and input symbols q0a1q1a2 . . . qn−1anqn such that qi+1 ∈ qi · ai+1, for
i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. Path pi is accepting if q0 ∈ I and qn ∈ F . A path is simple if all the states
are pairwise distinct.
A deterministic Turing machine (DTM) is a tuple M = (Q,T, I, δ, xy, qo, qf ), where Q is
the finite state set, T is the tape alphabet, I ⊆ T is the input alphabet, xy ∈ T \ I is the
blank symbol, qo is the initial state, qf is the accepting state, and δ is the transition function
mapping Q× T to Q× T × {L,R, S}, see the details in [1].
The universality problem asks, given an automaton A over Σ, whether L(A) = Σ∗.
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3 Partially Ordered NFAs
In this section, we introduce poNFAs, recall their characterisation in terms of the Straubing-
Thérien hierarchy, and show that universality remains PSpace-complete even when restricting
to binary alphabets. Merely the case of unary alphabets turns out to be simpler.
I Definition 2. Let A be an NFA. A state q is reachable from a state p, written p ≤ q, if
there is a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that q ∈ p · w. We write p < q if p ≤ q and p 6= q. A is a
partially ordered NFA (poNFA) if ≤ is a partial order.
The expressive power of poNFAs can be characterised by the Straubing-Thérien (ST)
hierarchy [34, 36]. For an alphabet Σ, level 0 of this hierarchy is defined as L(0) = {∅,Σ∗}.
For integers n ≥ 0, the levels L(n) and L(n+ 12 ) are as follows:
L(n + 12 ) consists of all finite unions of languages L0a1L1a2 . . . akLk, with k ≥ 0,
L0, . . . , Lk ∈ L(n), and a1, . . . , ak ∈ Σ;
L(n+ 1) consists of all finite Boolean combinations of languages from level L(n+ 12 ).
Note that the levels of the hierarchy contain only star-free languages by definition. It is
known that the hierarchy does not collapse on any level [8], but the problem of deciding if a
language belongs to some level k is largely open for k > 52 [2, 26]. The ST hierarchy further
has close relations to the dot-depth hierarchy [11, 8, 35] and to complexity theory [37].
Interestingly, the languages recognised by poNFAs are exactly the languages on level 32 of
the Straubing-Thérien hierarchy [30]. Since the hierarchy is proper, this means that poNFAs
can only recognise a strict subset of star-free regular languages. In spite of this rather low
expressive power, the universality problem of poNFAs has the same worst-case complexity as
for general NFAs, even when restricting to a fixed alphabet with only a few letters.
I Theorem 3. For every alphabet Σ with |Σ| ≥ 2, the universality problem for poNFAs over
Σ is PSpace-complete.
Proof. Membership follows from the fact that universality is in PSpace for NFAs [14].
To show hardness, we modify the construction of Aho et al. [1] to work on a two-letter
alphabet. Consider a polynomial p and a p-space-bounded DTM M = 〈Q,T, I, δ, xy, qo, qf 〉.
Without loss of generality, we assume q0 6= qf . We define an encoding of runs of M as a word
over a given alphabet. For any input x ∈ I∗, we construct, in polynomial time, a regular
expression Rx that represents all words that do not encode an accepting run of M on x.
Therefore, Rx matches all words iff M does not accept x. The claim then follows by showing
that Rx can be encoded by a poNFA.
A configuration of M on an input x consists of a current state q ∈ Q, the position
0 ≤ ` ≤ p(|x|) of the read/write head, and the current tape contents θ0, . . . , θp(|x|) with
θi ∈ T . We represent it by a sequence 〈θ0, ε〉 · · · 〈θ`−1, ε〉〈θ`, q〉〈θ`+1, ε〉 · · · 〈θp(|x|), ε〉 of
symbols from T × (Q ∪ {ε}). We denote T × (Q ∪ {ε}) by ∆. A potential run of M on
x is represented by word #w1#w2# · · ·#wm#, where wi ∈ ∆p(|x|) and # /∈ ∆ is a fresh
separator symbol. One can construct a regular expression recognising all words over ∆∪{#}
that do not correctly encode a run of M at all, or that encode a run that is not accepting [1].
We encode symbols of ∆ ∪ {#} using a fixed alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. For each δ ∈ ∆ ∪ {#},
let δˆ1 · · · δˆK ∈ {0, 1}K be a unique binary encoding of length K = dlog(|∆ ∪ {#}|)e. We
define enc(δ) to be the binary sequence 001δˆ11δˆ21 · · · δˆK1 of length L = 2K + 3. We
extend enc to words and sets of symbols as usual: enc(δ1 · · · δm) = enc(δ1) · · · enc(δm) and
enc(∆′) = {enc(δ) | δ ∈ ∆′}. Importantly, any word of the form enc(δ1 · · · δm) contains 00
only at positions that are multiples of L, marking the start of one encoded symbol.
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We now construct the regular expression Rx that matches all words of Σ∗ that do not
represent an accepting computation of M on x. We proceed in four steps: (A) we detect all
words that contain words from Σ∗ that are not of the form enc(δ); (B) we detect all words
that do not start with the initial configuration; (C) we detect all words that do not encode
a valid run since they violate a transition rule; and (D) we detect all words that encode
non-accepting runs, or runs that end prematurely.
For (A), note that a word w ∈ Σ∗ that is not of the form enc(v) for any word v ∈ (∆∪{#})∗
must either (A.1) start with 1 or 01; (A.2) end with 0; (A.3) contain a word 00ΣL−2 that
is not in enc(∆ ∪ {#}); (A.4) contain a word from enc(∆ ∪ {#}){1, 01}; or (A.5) end in a
word 00ΣM with M < L − 2. Using E to abbreviate enc(∆ ∪ {#}) and E¯ to abbreviate
00ΣL−2 \ E (both sets of polynomially many binary sequences), we can express (A.1)–(A.5)
in the regular expression
(1Σ∗+ 01Σ∗) + (Σ∗0) +
(
Σ∗E¯Σ∗
)
+ (Σ∗E(1 + 01)Σ∗) +
(
Σ∗00(Σ + Σ2 + . . .+ ΣL−3)
)
(1)
where we use finite sets {e1, . . . , em} to denote regular expressions (e1+. . .+em), as usual. All
sets in (1) are polynomial in size, so that the overall expression is polynomial. The expression
(1) can be captured by a poNFA since the only cycles required arise when translating Σ∗; they
can be expressed as self-loops. All other repetitions of the form Σi in (1) can be expanded
to polynomial-length sequences without cycles.
For (B), we want to detect all words that do not start with the word w = enc(#〈x1, q0〉
〈x2, ε〉 · · · 〈x|x|, ε〉〈xy, ε〉 · · · 〈xy, ε〉#) of length (p(|x|) + 2)L. This happens if (B.1) the word
is shorter than (p(|x|) + 2)L, or (B.2), starting at position jL for 0 ≤ j ≤ p(|x|) + 1, there is
a word from the polynomial set ΣL \ {enc(wj)}, which we abbreviate by E¯j . We can capture
(B.1) and (B.2) in the regular expression(
ε+ Σ + Σ2 + . . .+ ΣL(p(|x|)+2)−1
)
+
∑
0≤j≤p(|x|)+1
(ΣjL · E¯j · Σ∗) (2)
The empty expression ε is used for readability; it can easily be expressed in the NFA
encoding. As before, it is easy to see that this expression is polynomial and does not require
any nontrivial cycles when encoded in an NFA. Note that we ensure that the surrounding #
in the initial configuration are present.
For (C), we need to check for incorrect transitions. Consider again the encoding
#w1# . . .#wm# of a sequence of configurations with a word over ∆ ∪ {#}, where we
can assume that w1 encodes the initial configuration according to (A) and (B). In an en-
coding of a valid run, the symbol at any position j ≥ p(|x|) + 2 is uniquely determined
by the symbols at positions j − p(|x|) − 2, j − p(|x|) − 1, and j − p(|x|), corresponding
to the cell and its left and right neighbour in the previous configuration. Given symbols
δ`, δ, δr ∈ ∆ ∪ {#}, we can therefore define f(δ`, δ, δr) ∈ ∆ ∪ {#} to be the symbol required
in the next configuration. The case where δ` = # or δr = # corresponds to transitions
applied at the left and right edge of the tape, respectively; for the case that δ = #, we define
f(δ`, δ, δr) = #, ensuring that the separator # is always present in successor configurations
as well. We can then check for invalid transitions using the regular expression∑
δ`,δ,δr∈∆∪{#}
Σ∗ · enc(δ`δδr) · ΣL(p(|x|)−1) · enc(f(δ`, δ, δr)) · Σ∗ (3)
where f(δ`, δ, δr) = ∆ ∪ {#} \ {f(δ`, δ, δr)}. Polynomiality and poNFA-expressibility are
again immediate. Note that expression (3) only detects wrong transitions if a (long enough)
next configuration exists. The case that the run stops prematurely is covered next.
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Finally, for (D) we detect all words that either (D.1) end in a configuration that is
incomplete (too short) or (D.2) end in a configuration that is not in the final state qf .
Abbreviating T × (Q \ {qf}) as E¯f , and using similar ideas as above, we obtain(
Σ∗enc(#)(ΣL + . . .+ Σp(|x|)L)
)
+
(
Σ∗E¯f (ε+ ΣL + . . .+ Σ(p(|x|)−1)L)enc(#)
)
(4)
and this can again be expressed as a polynomial poNFA.
The expressions (1)–(4) together then detect all non-accepting or wrongly encoded runs
of M . In particular, if we start from the correct initial configuration ((2) does not match),
then for (3) not to match, all complete future configurations must have exactly one state
and be delimited by encodings of #. Expressing the regular expressions as a single poNFA
of polynomial size, we have thus reduced the word problem of polynomially space-bounded
Turing machines to the universality problem of poNFAs. J
Ellul et al. give an example of a regular expression over a 5-letter alphabet such that the
shortest non-accepted word is of exponential length, and which can also be encoded as a
poNFA [13, Section 5]. Our previous proof shows such an example for an alphabet of two
letters, if we use a Turing machine that runs for exponentially many steps before accepting.
Note, however, that this property alone would not imply Theorem 3.
Unary Alphabet Reducing the size of the alphabet to one leads to a reduction in complexity.
This is expected, since the universality problem for NFAs over a unary alphabet is merely
coNP-complete [33]. For poNFAs, however, the situation is even simpler:
I Theorem 4. The universality problem for poNFAs over a unary alphabet is in P.
Proof. If the language is infinite, then there must be a simple path from an initial state to
an accepting state via a state with a self-loop. Let k denote the length of this path, which
is bounded by the number of states. Then this path accepts all words of length at least k,
that is, all words of the form aka∗. It remains to check that all words up to length k are also
accepted, which can be done in polynomial time. J
4 Restricted Partially Ordered NFAs
We now introduce restricted poNFAs, which are distinguished by the forbidden pattern
of Figure 1. We relate them to the known class of R-trivial languages, and we establish
complexity results for deciding if a language falls into this class.
I Definition 5. A restricted partially ordered NFA (rpoNFA) is a poNFA such that, for every
state q and symbol a, if q ∈ q · a then q · a = {q}.
We will show below that rpoNFAs characterise R-trivial languages [9]. To introduce this
class of languages, we first require some auxiliary definitions. A word v = a1a2 · · · an is a
subsequence of a word w, denoted v 4 w, if w ∈ Σ∗a1Σ∗a2Σ∗ · · ·Σ∗anΣ∗. For k ≥ 0, we write
subk(v) = {u ∈ Σ∗ | u 4 v, |u| ≤ k} for the set of all subsequences of v of length up to k.
Two words w1, w2 are ∼k-equivalent, written w1 ∼k w2, if subk(w1) = subk(w2). Then ∼k is
a congruence (for ·) of finite index (i.e., with finitely many equivalence classes) [31]. R-trivial
languages are defined by defining a related congruence ∼Rk that considers subsequences of
prefixes:
I Definition 6. Let x, y ∈ Σ∗ and k ≥ 0. Then x ∼Rk y if and only if
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for each prefix u of x, there exists a prefix v of y such that u ∼k v, and
for each prefix v of y, there exists a prefix u of x such that u ∼k v.
A regular language is k-R-trivial if it is a union of ∼Rk classes, and it is R-trivial if it is
k-R-trivial for some k ≥ 0.
It is known that x ∼Rk y implies x ∼k y and (if k ≥ 1) x ∼Rk−1 y [9]. Therefore, every
k-R-trivial language is also (k + 1)-R-trivial. Moreover, it has been shown that a language
L is R-trivial if and only if the minimal DFA recognising L is partially ordered [9]. We can
lift this result to characterise the expressive power of rpoNFAs. Namely, it is known that
a language is R-trivial if and only if it is a finite union of R-expressions, i.e., expressions
of the form Σ∗1a1Σ∗2a2 · · ·Σ∗mamΣ∗m+1, for some m ≥ 0, where ai /∈ Σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The
characterization goes back to Eilenberg and can be found, e.g., in [25]. Thus, we have the
following.
I Theorem 7. A regular language is R-trivial if and only if it is accepted by an rpoNFA.
This characterisation in terms of automata with forbidden patterns can be compared to
results of Glaßer and Schmitz, who use DFAs with a forbidden pattern to obtain another
characterisation of level 32 of the Straubing-Thérien hierarchy [15, 28].
We can further relate the depth of rpoNFAs to k-R-trivial languages. Recall that the
depth of an atomaton A, denoted depth(A), is the number of input symbols on the longest
simple path of A that starts in an initial state.
I Theorem 8. The language recognised by a complete rpoNFA A is depth(A)-R-trivial.
Similar relationships have been studied for J -trivial languages [18, 22], but we are not
aware of any such investigation for R-trivial languages.
Finally, we may ask how difficult it is to decide whether a given NFA A accepts a language
that is R-trivial or k-R-trivial for a specific k ≥ 0. For most levels of the ST hierarchy, it is
not even known if this problem is decidable, and when it is, exact complexity bounds are
often missing [26]. The main exception are J -trivial languages – level 1 of the hiearchy –
which have recently attracted some attention, motivated by applications in algebra and XML
databases [16, 18, 23].
The following result is a special case of a more general result in [17].
I Theorem 9. Given an NFA A, it is PSpace-complete to decide if the language accepted
by A is R-trivial.
To the best of our knowledge, the following complexity results for recognising (k-)R-trivial
languages had not been obtained previously.
I Theorem 10. Given an NFA A and k ≥ 0, it is PSpace-complete to decide if the language
accepted by A is k-R-trivial.
In both previous theorems, hardness is shown by reduction from the universality problem
for NFAs, hence it holds even for binary alphabets [14]. For a unary alphabet, we can obtain
the following result.
I Theorem 11. Given an NFA A over a unary alphabet, the problems of deciding if the
language accepted by A is R-trivial, or k-R-trivial for a given k ≥ 0, respectively, are both
coNP-complete.
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5 Deciding Universality of rpoNFAs
In this section, we return to the universality problem for the case of rpoNFAs. We first show
that we can indeed obtain the hoped-for reduction in complexity when using a fixed alphabet.
For the general case, however, we can recover the same PSpace lower bound as for poNFAs,
albeit with a more involved proof. Even for fixed alphabets, we can get a coNP lower bound:
I Lemma 12. The universality problem of rpoNFAs is coNP-hard even when restricting to
alphabets with two letters.
The proof proceeds by a direct reduction of propositional logic satisfiability to the
emptiness of rpoNFAs. For a matching upper bound, we use some results from the literature.
I Lemma 13 ([9]). Every congruence class of ∼Rk contains a unique element of minimal
length. If a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ Σ, then a1a2 · · · an is minimal if and only if subk(ε) ( subk(a1) (
subk(a1a2) ( . . . ( subk(a1a2 . . . an).
The maximal length of such a word has also been studied [23].
I Lemma 14 ([23]). Let Σ be an alphabet of cardinality |Σ| ≥ 1, and let k ≥ 1. The length
of a longest word, w, such that subk(w) = {v ∈ Σ∗ | |v| ≤ k}, and, for any two distinct
prefixes w1 and w2 of w, subk(w1) 6= subk(w2), is
(
k+|Σ|
k
)− 1. The bound is tight.
Lemma 13 and 14 provide the main ingredients for showing that, if the size |Σ| of the
alphabet is bounded, then non-universality is witnessed by a word of polynomial length.
Together with Lemma 12, this allows us to establish the following result, which we state in a
more general form.
I Theorem 15. Let Σ be a fixed alphabet, and let A and B be two complete rpoNFAs over
Σ. Then the problem whether L(A) ⊆ L(B) is coNP-complete.
Proof. Hardness follows from Lemma 12. To prove membership, we denote |Σ| = m. Let
k = max{depth(A),depth(B)}; k is bounded by the number of states of A and B. By
Theorem 8, languages L(A) and L(B) are k-R-trivial, which means that they are a finite
union of ∼Rk classes. According to Lemmas 13 and 14, the length of the unique minimal
representatives of the ∼Rk classes is at most
(
k+m
k
)− 1 < (k+m)mm! . Since m is a constant, the
bound is polynomial in k. Therefore, if the language L(A) is not a subset of L(B), then there
exists a polynomial certificate, which can be guessed by a nondeterministic algorithm. J
I Corollary 16. Let Σ be a fixed alphabet. Then the universality problem for rpoNFAs over
Σ is coNP-complete.
Without fixing the alphabet, universality remains PSpace-hard even for rpoNFAs, but
a proof along the lines of Theorem 3 is not straightforward. In essence, rpoNFAs lose the
ability to navigate to an arbitrary position within a word for checking some pattern there.
Expressions of the form (Σ∗ · · · ), which we frequently used, e.g., in (1), are therefore excluded.
This is problematic since the run of a polynomially space-bounded Turing machine may be
of exponential length, and we need to match patterns across the full length of our (equally
exponential) encoding of this run. How can we navigate such a long word without using
Σ∗? Our answer is to first define an rpoNFA that accepts all words except for a single,
exponentially long word. This word will then be used as an rpoNFA-supported “substrate”
for our Turing machine encoding, which again follows Theorem 3.
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a2 a2 a2
a2 a2
Figure 2 The rpoNFA Ak,2 with 2(k + 2) states
I Lemma 17. For all positive integers k and n, there exists an rpoNFA Ak,n over an n-letter
alphabet with n(k + 2) states such that the unique word not accepted by Ak,n is of length(
k+n
k
)− 1.
Proof sketch. For integers k, n ≥ 1, we recursively define words Wk,n over the alphabet
Σn = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. For the base cases, we set Wk,1 = ak1 and W1,n = a1a2 . . . an. The
cases for k, n > 1 are defined recursively by setting
Wk,n = Wk,n−1 anWk−1,n
= Wk,n−1 anWk−1,n−1 anWk−2,n (5)
= Wk,n−1 anWk−1,n−1 an · · · anW1,n−1 an .
The recursive construction is illustrated in Table 2. The length of Wk,n is
(
k+n
n
)− 1 [23]. We
further set Wk,n = ε whenever kn = 0, since this is useful for defining Ak,n below.
We construct an rpoNFA Ak,n over Σn that accepts the language Σ∗n \ {Wk,n}. For n = 1
and k ≥ 0, let Ak,1 be the minimal DFA accepting the language {a1}∗ \ {ak1}. It consists
of the k + 2 states of the form (i; 1) in the upper part of Figure 2, together with the given
transitions. All states but (k; 1) are final, and (0; 1) is initial.
Given Ak,n−1, we recursively construct Ak,n as defined next. The construction for
n = 2 is illustrated in Figure 2. We obtain Ak,n from Ak,n−1 by adding k + 2 states
(0;n), (1;n), . . . , (k + 1;n), where (0;n) is added to the initial states, and all states other
than (k;n) are added to the final states. Ak,n therefore has n(k + 2) states.
The additional transitions of Ak,n consist of four groups: (1) self-loops (i;n) aj→ (i;n)
for every i = 0, . . . , k + 1 and aj = a1, . . . , an−1. (2) transitions (i;n)
an→ (i+ 1;n) for every
i = 0, . . . , k. (3) transitions (i;n) an→ (i+ 1;m) for every i = 0, . . . , k and m = 1, . . . , n− 1.
(4) transitions (i;m) an→ (k + 1;n) for every accepting state (i;m) of Ak,n−1.
The additional states of Ak,n and transitions (1) and (2) ensure acceptance of every word
that does not contain exactly k occurrences of an. The transitions (3) ensure acceptance of
Table 2 Recursive construction of words Wk,n as used in the proof of Lemma 17
k\n 1 2 3
1 a1 a1a2 a1a2a3
2 a21 a21a2a1a2 a21a2a1a2a3a1a2a3
3 a31 a31a2a21a2a1a2 a31a2a21a2a1a2a3a21a2a1a2a3a1a2a3
4 a41 a41a2a31a2a21a2a1a2 a41a2a31a2a21a2a1a2a3a31a2a21a2a1a2a3a21a2a1a2a3a1a2a3
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all words in (Σ∗n−1an)i+1L(Ak−(i+1),n−1)anΣ∗n, for which the word between the (i+ 1)st and
the (i+ 2)nd occurrence of an is not of the form Wk−(i+1),n−1, hence not a correct subword
of Wk,n = Wk,n−1an · · · anWk−(i+1),n−1an · · · anW1,n−1an. The transitions (4) ensure that
all words with a prefix w · an are accepted, where w is any word Σ∗n−1 \ {Wk,n−1} accepted
by Ak,n−1. Together, these conditions ensure that Ak,n accepts every input other than Wk,n
It remains to show that Ak,n does not accept Wk,n, which we do by induction on (k, n).
We start with the base cases. For (0, n) and any n ≥ 1, the word W0,n = ε is not accepted
by A0,n, since the initial states (0,m) = (k,m) of A0,n are not accepting. Likewise, for (k, 1)
and any k ≥ 0, we find that Wk,1 = aki is not accepted by Ak,1 (the upper part of Figure 2).
For the inductive case (k, n) ≥ (1, 2), assume Ak′,n′ does not accept Wk′,n′ for any
(k′, n′) < (k, n). We have Wk,n = Wk,n−1anWk−1,n, and Wk,n−1 is not accepted by Ak,n−1
by induction. In addition, there is no transition under an from any non-accepting state of
Ak,n−1 in Ak,n. Therefore, if Wk,n is accepted by Ak,n, it must be accepted in a run starting
from the initial state (0;n). Since Wk,n−1 does not contain an, we find that Ak,n can only
reach the states (0;n) ·Wk,n−1an = {(1;m) | 1 ≤ m ≤ n} after reading Wk,n−1an. These are
the initial states of automaton Ak−1,n, which does not accept Wk−1,n by induction. Hence
Wk,n is not accepted by Ak,n. J
As a corollary, we find that there are rpoNFAs A = An,n for which the shortest non-
accepted word is exponential in the size of A. Note that (2nn ) ≥ 2n.
I Corollary 18. For every integer n ≥ 1, there is an rpoNFA An over an n-letter alphabet
with n(n + 2) states such that the shortest word not accepted by An is of length at least(2n
n
)− 1. Therefore, any minimal DFA accepting the same language has at least (2nn ) states.
To simulate exponentially long runs of a Turing machine, we start from an encoding of
runs using words #w1# . . .#wm# as in Theorem 3, but we combine every letter of this
encoding with one letter of the alphabet of An. We then accept all words for which the
projection to the alphabet of An is accepted by An, i.e., all but those words of exponential
length that are based on the unique word not accepted by An. We ensure that, if there is an
accepting run, it will have an encoding of this length. It remains to eliminate (accept) all
words that correspond to a non-accepting or wrongly encoded run. We can check this as
in Theorem 3, restricting to the first components of our combined alphabet. The self-loop
that was used to encode Σ∗ in poNFAs is replaced by a full copy of An, with an additional
transition from each state that allows us to leave this “loop.” This does not simulate the full
loop, but it allows us to navigate the entirety of our exponential word, which is all we need.
I Theorem 19. The universality problem for rpoNFAs is PSpace-complete.
Proof. The membership follows since universality is in PSpace for NFAs. For hardness, we
proceed as explained above. Consider a p-space-bounded DTM M = 〈Q,T, I, δ, xy, qo, qf 〉
as in the proof of Theorem 3. We encode runs of M as words over T × (Q ∪ {ε}) ∪ {#} as
before. We can use an unrestricted alphabet now, so no binary encoding is needed, and the
regular expressions can be simplified accordingly.
If M has an accepting run, then it has one without repeated configurations. For an input
word x, there are C(x) = (|T × (Q ∪ {ε})|)p(|x|) distinct configuration words in our encoding.
Considering separator symbols #, the maximal length of the encoding of a run without
repeated configurations therefore is 1 + C(x)(p(|x|) + 1). Let n be the least number such
that |Wn,n| ≥ 1 +C(x)(p(|x|) + 1). Since |Wn,n|+ 1 =
(2n
n
) ≥ 2n, it follows that n is smaller
than dlog(1 + C(x)(p(|x|) + 1))e and hence polynomial in the size of M and x.
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Consider the automaton An,n with alphabet Σn = {a1, . . . , an} of Lemma 17, and define
∆#$ = T × (Q ∪ {ε}) ∪ {#, $}. We consider the alphabet Π = Σn ×∆#$, where the second
letter is used for encoding a run as in Theorem 3. Since |Wn,n| may not be a multiple of
p(|x|) + 1, we add $ to fill up any remaining space after the last configuration. For a word
w = 〈ai1 , δ1〉 · · · 〈ai` , δ`〉 ∈ Π`, we define w[1] = ai1 · · · ai` ∈ Σ`n and w[2] = δ1 . . . δ` ∈ ∆`#$.
Conversely, for a word v ∈ ∆∗#$, we write enc(v) to denote the set of all words w ∈ Π|v| with
w[2] = v. Similarly, for v ∈ Σ∗n, enc(v) denotes the words w ∈ Π|v| with w[1] = v. We extend
this notation to sets of words.
We say that a word w encodes an accepting run of M on x if w[1] = Wn,n and w[2] is of
the form #w1# · · ·#wm#$j such that there is an i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} for which we have that
#w1# · · ·#wi# encodes an accepting run of M on x as in the proof of Theorem 3,
wk = wi for all k ∈ {i+ 1, . . . ,m}, and
j ≤ p(|x|).
In other words, we extend the encoding by repeating the accepting configuration until we
have less than p(|x|) + 1 symbols before the end of |Wn,n| and fill up the remaining places
with $.
The modified encoding requires slightly modified expressions for capturing conditions
(A)–(D) from the proof of Theorem 3. Condition (A) is not necessary, since we do not encode
symbols in binary. Condition (B) can use the same expression as in (2), adjusted to our
alphabet:(
ε+ Π + Π2 + . . .+ Πp(|x|)+1
)
+
∑
0≤j≤p(|x|)+1
(Πj · E¯j ·Π∗) (6)
where E¯j is the set Σn × (∆#$ \ {wj}) where wj encodes the jth symbol on the initial tape
as in Theorem 3. All uses of Πi in this expression encode words of polynomial length, which
can be represented in rpoNFAs. Trailing expressions Π∗ do not lead to the forbidden pattern
of Figure 1.
Condition (C) uses the same ideas as in Theorem 3, especially the transition encoding
function f , which we extend to f : ∆3#$ → ∆#$. For allowing the last configuration to be
repeated, we define f as if the final state qf of M had a self loop (a transition that does not
modify the tape, state, or head position). Moreover, we generally permit $ to occur instead
of the expected next configuration symbol. We obtain:
Π∗
∑
δ`,δ,δr∈∆#$
enc(δ`δδr) ·Πp(|x|)−1 · fˆ(δ`, δ, δr) ·Π∗ (7)
where fˆ(δ`, δ, δr) is Π \ enc({f(δ`, δ, δr), $}). Expression (7) is not readily encoded in an
rpoNFA, due to the leading Π∗. To address this, we replace Π∗ by the expression Π≤|Wn,n|−1,
which matches every word w ∈ Π∗ with |w| ≤ |Wn,n| − 1. Clearly, this suffices for our case.
As |Wn,n|−1 is exponential, we cannot encode this directly as for other expressions Πi before
and we use A(n, n) instead.
In detail, let E be the expression obtained from (7) when omitting the initial Π∗, and
let A be an rpoNFA that accepts the language of E. We can construct A so that it has
a single initial state. Moreover, let enc(An,n) be the automaton An,n of Lemma 17 with
each transition q ai→ q′ replaced by all transitions q pi→ q′ with pi ∈ enc(ai). We construct an
rpoNFA A′ that accepts the language of (Π∗\{Wn,n})+(Π≤|Wn,n|−1 ·E) by merging enc(An,n)
with n(n+ 1) copies of A, where we identify the initial state of each such copy with a unique
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final state of enc(An,n). The fact that enc(An,n) alone already accepts (Π∗ \ {enc(Wn,n)})
was shown in the proof of Lemma 17. This also implies that it accepts all words of length
≤ |Wn,n| − 1 as needed to show that (Π≤|Wn,n|−1 ·E) is accepted. Entering states of (a copy
of) A after accepting a word of length ≥ |Wn,n| is possible, but all words accepted in such a
way are longer than Wn,n and hence in (Π∗ \ {enc(Wn,n)}).
Note that the acceptance of (Π∗ \ {enc(Wn,n)}), which is a side effect of this encoding,
does not relate to expressing (7) but is still useful for our intended overall encoding.
The final condition (D) is minimally modified to allow for up to p(|x|) trailing $. For a
word v, we use v≤i to abbreviate (ε+ v + . . .+ vi), and we define E¯f = (T × (Q \ {qf})) as
before. Since (C) does not accept words with too many trailing $, we add this here instead.
Moreover, we need to check that all the symbols $ appear only at the end, that is, the last
expression accepts all inputs where $ is followed by a different symbol.
Π∗enc(#)(Π + . . .+ Πp(|x|))enc($)≤p(|x|) +
Π∗enc(E¯f )(ε+ Π + . . .+ Πp(|x|)−1)enc(#)enc($)≤p(|x|) + (8)
Π∗enc($)p(|x|)+1 +
(Π \ enc($))∗enc($)enc($)∗(Π \ enc($))Π∗
As before, we cannot encode the leading Π∗ directly as an rpoNFA, but we can perform a
similar construction as in (7) to overcome this problem.
The union of the rpoNFAs for (6)–(8) constitutes an rpoNFA that is polynomial in the
size of M and x, and that is universal if and only if M does not accept x. J
6 Conclusion
Our results regarding the complexity of deciding universality for partially ordered NFAs are
summarised in Table 1. We found that poNFAs over a fixed, two-letter alphabet are still
powerful enough to recognise the language of all non-accepting computations of a PSpace
Turing machine. Restricting poNFAs further by forbidding the pattern of Figure 1, we could
establish lower coNP complexity bounds for universality for alphabets of bounded size. We
can view this as the complexity of universality of rpoNFAs in terms of the size of the automaton
when keeping the alphabet fixed. Unfortunately, the complexity is PSpace-complete even for
rpoNFAs over arbitrary (unbounded) alphabets. The proof uses an interesting construction
where the encoding of a Turing machine computation is “piggybacked” on an exponentially
long word, for which a dedicated rpoNFA is constructed.
We have characterised the expressive power of rpoNFAs by relating them to the class of
R-trivial languages. It is worth noting that the complexity bounds we establish for recognising
R-triviality for a given NFA agrees with the complexity of the rpoNFA universality problem
for both fixed and arbitrary alphabets. Our results on universality therefore extend beyond
rpoNFAs to arbitrary NFAs that recognise R-trivial languages.
Moreover, the results on universality further extend to the complexity of inclusion and
equivalence, as explained in the introduction.
Our work can be considered as a contribution to the wider field of studying subclasses
of star-free regular languages. The Straubing-Thérien hierarchy provides a large field for
interesting future work in this area.
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